Ladies / Gentlemen,
For your Immediate Attention - attached are the following documents:
1. ii Notes to Accompany COVID-19 Mandate Document – Practical Application
2. 1. SAMPLE COVID-19-Risk-Register
3. 2. SAMPLE Coronavirus-COVID-19-company-policy
4. 3. Business Process Map_Business
5. 3. Business Process Map_Contractor
6. 3. Business Process Map_Principal Contractor
7. 4. SAMPLE Email to Government and Regulators
8. 5. APPENDIX A_COVID-19 VACCINE MANDATE OHS_WHS Risk Assessment for the Workplace
9. 5a. Reference for ANNEXURE A
10. 6. APPENDIX B_Instrument of Authorisation
11. 7. APPENDIX C_Transcript Senator Malcolm Roberts
12. 8. APPENDIX D_WHS WA Act - 2020 - Penalties - Industrial Manslaughter
13. 9. Trespass Notice
Currently there are a lot of court cases trying to stop the vaccine mandate with no success, the Magistrates are stating
that the Public Health Act trumps all other acts in relation to the Mandate. What they don't understand is that the vaccine
mandate is issued onto the Workplace therefore the Work Health & Safety Act is the relevant legislation pertaining to
health that is valid not the Public Health Act. Please note we will not need to go through the courts for this risk assessment
process!
The documents I have compiled are based on OHS / WHS legislation whereby all stakeholders in the workplace are
obligated under the Duty of Care requirements to provide a safe workplace. In order for this to occur all workers and their
representatives MUST be consulted especially those who will be directly affected. Serious issues are raised in this
document as to the safety of the vaccine (DNA Altering & Potential Carcinogen - Cancer causing).
Additionally, the adverse reactions currently recorded by the TGA - Therapeutic Goods Administration list four serious
illnesses:(1) Myocarditis & pericarditis (2) Thrombosis with thrombocytopenia syndrome (3) Guillain-Barre Syndrome (4)
immune thrombocytopenia.
These are all very serious illnesses that can be life threatening and can seriously affect the quality of life of the sufferer.
The workplace will potentially become hazardous if any worker suffers a serious adverse reaction relating to these
vaccines.
The risk assessment document is a legally binding tool for you to use to highlight the serious health concerns about the
vaccines.
If you are a contractor then you would use this tool to highlight the safety concerns with the company you are contracting
too as they have a responsibility for your safety on site. If the company is not responding to your concerns about the
vaccine, it gives you the authority to sign and issue to the employer as notification of a serious safety breach of the WHS
Act - failure to provide a safe workplace. You as part of the workplace are obligated to raise any safety issues as part of
the Duty of Care requirements. Make sure you get two copies both signed by all parties, leave one with the company and
take the other and file securely. Once you have issued this document to the company raising the serious safety and health
concerns of these vaccines, they are obligated to take them very seriously. Most companies will hopefully realize that if
they proceed by enforcing the Mandate, they will be liable for any damages the workers may encounter from the vaccine.
Please refer to the steps document for further guidance.
The WHS Act - 2020 has just passed through parliament and will be in effect January 2022. The potential
maximum penalties for serious breaches could be industrial manslaughter which is a criminal offence. (refer to APPENDIX
D_WHS WA Act – 2020 – Penalties – Industrial Manslaughter.)
For the Business owners who raised serious concerns about their liability - you will need to confirm (in writing) with all
employees that YOU have NOT enforced the vaccine mandate and that the employee proceeded on their own
accord to be vaccinated. You could also use the risk assessment document to raise the awareness of other business
owners of the potential for liability even possibly industrial manslaughter should they not push back against the mandate.

Compensation for injuries will be only available from the Employer!
Big Pharma
Government (minor comp $5k to $20K),
Doctors & Nurses
Health insurers (due to vaccines being an experimental treatment.)
ALL WILL NOT BE LIABLE. YOU ARE ON YOUR OWN IF YOU GET VACCINATED!
People we all need to push back against this poisonous vaccine! The government has absolutely no liability for any injury
or harm caused. I strongly recommend that you come together as local communities to support each other using the Risk
Assessment document and the WHS Law to raise awareness and reject the mandate.
I would like to refer you to passionate lawyer I am working closely with Andrea Tokaji if you require legal advice, her
website is www.andreaconsults.org
I have also listed some options for industrial relations options on the steps WHS document.
People as you may know I am absolutely passionate about stopping this vaccine madness and will provide assistance
when and wherever possible. I am hoping this provides you with a valid legal option to push back hard against this evil
agenda.
You can also access these documents on telegram at the channel - You've Got This!
Regards
Paul
**SEE DOCUMENT ‘0

ACTION STEPS TO TAKE’ FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS**

Disclaimer
The author assumes no responsibility or liability for the content of the information provided and the information is not a
substitute for advice from a legal or medical expert. For further information seek out the advice of a relevant expert.

